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Recent years have seen a significant growth in offering continuous media such as videos and 
audio over the World-Wide Web. The growth enormously increases the demand on various re-
sources starting from continuous media servers, network links, routers, and client machines. In 
this thesis, a novel caching strategy is proposed for continuous media, called TIDE or Tightly 
Integrated Distributed Elements that aims to (i) reduce service delays; (ii) lower wide-area-
network consumption; (iii) decrease server loads while (iv) minimizing the total cache size; 
and ( v) minimizing the amount of information exchanged among the participating caches. 
TIDE utilizes a team of software modules called distributed elements (DEs) capable of caching 
different portions of the continuous media on different distributed systems. A team of DEs 
is dynamically established to cache the requested continuous media in the hope that future 
requests for the same media can be served from the caches. Once the team has been estab-
lished, the DEs collaborate very closely to ensure no interruptions in the display of the cached 
continuous media. The simulation results demonstrate that for the smallest cache size that 
was studied, TIDE reduces the service delays between 38% and 51 % over an existing technique 
under the same workload. TIDE reduces the network load between 23% and 31 % and min-
imizes the server load between 0.75% and 2.4%. The advantages of TIDE increase with the 
increasing cache size. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, continuous media such as videos and audio has rapidly gained its popularity 
due to significant advances in multimedia processing technologies, computing power, high-speed 
internetworking technologies, and the World-Wide Web. The success of the Web as an effective 
means for sharing static text and images has already imposed a heavy demand on servers and 
networking infrastructures. As a result, users often experience long and unpredictable delays 
when retrieving Web pages from remote sites. Offering continuous media over the Internet 
enormously increases the demand on various resources starting from video servers, network 
links, routers, and client machines. In addition to the rapid increase of the Internet backbone 
bandwidth and capacity of servers and network components, effective software solutions are 
needed to offer video services with low and predictable service delays as well as excellent 
playback quality. Without loss of generality, video is used as a representative of continuous 
media. 
The unique characteristics of video data fundamentally differentiate the design of effective 
software solutions for multimedia data from that of Web page counterparts. These characteris-
tics are as follows. Video data requires large storage space and high communication bandwidth. 
In addition, video frames must be presented in a timely fashion to ensure good playback quality 
and convey useful information. Since downloading an entire video file before initiating the play-
back of the video ( download-and-play approach) incurs an unacceptable delay, various video 
streaming techniques and protocols utilizing the concept of pipelining have been developed in 
recent years. Each video file on a video server is partitioned into a sequence of data segments, 
each consisting of a number of media blocks. After the first segment has been downloaded, the 
client can play back the first segment as it continues to download the second segment. The 
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client then proceeds to play back the second segment as it downloads the third segment, and 
so forth. To ensure the continuity in the video playback, the data fragmentation scheme must 
guarantee that the playback duration of the previous segment is sufficiently long to allow the 
client enough leeway to download the entire next segment. The playback can begin as soon 
as the first segment of the video has been downloaded. Compared to the download-and-play 
approach, the service delay using streaming is much smaller. 
To further reduce service delays as well as server loads and wide-area-network (WAN) 
bandwidth consumption, video caching has been investigated [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13]. 
The concept of video caching is that some or all blocks of videos deemed popular are replicated 
on proxy servers at locations close to the requesting users in the hope that these blocks will be 
requested shortly by other users. Requests for the cached data can, thus, be satisfied by the 
proxy without accessing remote video servers (i.e., cache hits). Only the uncached blocks are 
requested from the remote sources. Hence, service delays, server loads, and WAN bandwidth 
consumption can be reduced. In general, a separate proxy server capable of storing a finite 
amount of video data is used to cache video blocks when they are requested. Initially, the 
cache space is empty and the requested video may be replicated entirely. As more videos are 
being requested, the cache space eventually becomes exhausted. Some video blocks must be 
discarded when the space is needed to accommodate newly requested video blocks. Typically, 
the initial segment of the video is given the highest priority to reside in the proxy the longest 
so that the playback of this video can start with no delays using streaming. Other benefits 
of video caching include (i) reducing the variation in bandwidth requirements for variable-bit-
rate videos through smoothing [3, 8, 11]; and (ii) adapting video quality when more bandwidth 
between the proxy and the server becomes available through prefetching [4, 5]. 
Since the majority of the recently proposed video proxies assume one level of caches placed 
on the Internet border connecting to an organizational local network, these techniques will 
retrieve the missing portions directly from the servers although some of the missing blocks may 
be stored in a nearby cache of another organization. Under this situation, the aforementioned 
benefits of video caching are not fully maximized. Since a large number of videos are expected 
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in the near future, not taking advantages of nearby caches will result in a significant decrease 
in cache hit rate, which will, in turn, reduce the benefits of video caching significantly. 
This thesis presents a novel design of a scalable network of distributed cooperative caches, 
aiming to further (i) reduce the average service delay; (ii) lower WAN network consumption; 
and (iii) decrease server loads; while (iv) minimizing the total cache size; and (v) minimizing the 
amount of information exchanged among the distributed caches. The proposed strategy gets 
its name, TIDE, from the way that it achieves the above goals by utilizing Tightly Integrated 
Distributed Elements along a video delivery path to cache video blocks. The design of TIDE 
ensures continuous display of video blocks once the playback is initiated. Each distributed 
element (DE) is a software that implements the proposed caching strategy. At the border of 
the Internet, the DE can run on a video proxy. For the backbone network, the DE can be 
implemented on an active router [14] or on an application service provider (ASP) leasing its 
cache space and server capacity to different content providers wishing to offer video services. 
Each DE needs not have the same cache size. Any DE only communicates to its two adjacent 
DEs along the delivery path. Due to the tightly-integrated nature of TIDE, a DE can be 
extended to detect and react to congestion and packet loss between itself and its adjacent DEs 
quickly. 
TIDE differs from Self-Organizing Cooperative Caching Architecture (SOCCER) [2], which 
can be seen as loosely-coupled cooperative distributed caches. In SOCCER, each video proxy 
( termed helper) caches and performs cache replacement independently. A distributed protocol 
is used to periodically disseminate a directory maintaining information about video segments 
stored on each helper. The helper uses the directory to locate segments cached in other helpers. 
SOCCER performance depends largely on the accuracy of this directory. An inaccurate di-
rectory can cause interruptions during the video playback. The overhead of maintaining an 
accurate directory at each proxy cache can be large, depending on the number of segments in 
the videos, the number of videos, and the number of participating proxy caches. 
TIDE is motivated by a recent multicast protocol, Caching Multicast Protocol (CMP) [10], 
designed specifically for continuous media. In CMP, video blocks are cached as they pass 
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through each active router. When the cache becomes full, new blocks replace existing blocks 
that are not currently used to service other users in a first-in-first-out order. Since a video block 
travels through several routers before reaching the client, multiple copies of the same block are 
stored in various routers. These copies are used to service subsequent requests arriving at one 
of these routers, if at the arrival time, the beginning blocks still remain in the router cache. 
CMP has been shown to utilize in-network bandwidth very well and performs best when a 
small number of videos are much more popular than the others (i.e., the video access pattern 
exhibits high to very high skew). CMP, however, does not fully maximize the cache space. 
After the initial blocks of the video are dropped, the cached data essentially becomes useless. 
Since the same data blocks are cached at various routers for a single video, the entire cache 
space is reduced for other videos. For uncached videos, all video blocks must be retrieved from 
the video server. 
The simulation results demonstrate that for the smallest cache size that was studied, TIDE 
reduces the service delays between 38% and 51 % over CMP under the same workload. TIDE 
reduces the network load between 23% and 31% and minimizes the server load between 0.75% 
and 2.4%. The performance gap between TIDE and CMP increases with the increasing cache 
size. 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, CMP is summarized. The 
design of TIDE that achieves the aforementioned goals while ensuring playback continuity is 
presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the simulation study and results that show the benefits of 
TIDE over CMP are presented. The simulator implementation in ns-2 is discussed in Chapter 
5. Chapter 6 contains the concluding remarks and suggests future research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2. CACHING MULTICAST PROTOCOL 
CMP assumes that each subnet has a dedicated active multicast router that can perform 
some computations on packets passing through it and has local memory for caching. This is 
possible due to the recent trend in active network technology [17]. The cache space of the 
router is partitioned to cache a number of videos. The active routers are assumed to exist 
along a path from a client to a video server offering a number of videos v1, v2, ... , Vn. Each 
video has a unique ID. The active multicast router of the server is called the coordinator. The 
link bandwidth for data transmission between the active routers, the server, and the client is 
at least the playback bitrate of the video. 
A client requests a video by multicasting a request to its multicast router, which broadcasts 
the request toward the coordinator. Any router that has the beginning blocks of the requested 
video in its cache unicasts a message to the coordinator to indicate that the router itself can 
serve the request. In other words, the router can act as a mini-server. Two possible scenarios 
are as follows: 
• At least one router can act as a mini-server. Upon receiving the first message from the 
candidate router for the mini-server, the coordinator creates a new multicast group and 
informs the candidate sending the message about the multicast group. The candidate 
becomes the mini-server serving the request. Once informed of the multicast address 
from the mini-server, the client joins the group to receive the video. The mini-server 
multicasts the video blocks in its cache first while storing subsequent blocks from the 
server in its cache. Since several candidates for the mini-server can exist, the coordinator 
notifies the other candidates that they are not needed. 
• There are no candidates for the mini-server. This is the case when the video request 
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reaches the server. The video server creates a multicast group and notifies the client of 
the group address. The client joins the group to receive the video. 
The intermediate router along the path from the server to the client caches the video blocks 
as they pass through the router. The incoming video block continuously replaces the cached 
block of the same video in a first-in-first-out order when the partition allocated for the video 
is full. If the entire cache space of the router is exhausted, the video that has been cached 
first and its cached data are not being used to serve existing clients is selected for replacement. 
Interested readers are referred to [10] for more details. 
In Figure 2.1, Ci represents a client or a group of clients and B,i denotes active router 
i. R1 is the coordinator. Each router has a total cache space of twelve blocks. Four blocks 
are allocated to cache a video. Let the playback rate and the bandwidth between all the 
participating parties be one block per second. The cache space is initially empty. Cl issues a 
request for video v1 from the server. The request eventually reaches the server since no routers 
are capable of being a mini-server. The server creates a multicast group, unicasts a message 
consisting of the group address to the client, and starts to send the video packets. The router 
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Figure 2.1 is a snapshot of all the caches at time 14. Let time O be the time that Cl 
attached to R2 gets the first block of VI, At this time, R2 caches only block O while RI caches 
two blocks, blocks O and 1. No other blocks are cached in any other routers. At time 1, R2 
caches one more block, block 1 while RI caches a total of three blocks, blocks 0, 1, and 2. At 
time 2, R2 receives a request from C2 for video VI. Since R2 still has block O of video VI in 
its cache, R2 notifies the coordinator and gets selected to become the mini-server for C2. R2 
notifies C2 of the group address and sends block O in its cache to R3. At the same time, RI 
caches blocks O to 3. R2 caches blocks Oto 2. At time 3, block 4 replaces block O in RI since 
the cache space for video VI is four blocks. R2 caches blocks O to 3 and R3 now caches block 0 
and multicasts the block to C2. It can be seen that C2 gets serviced from the cache of R2 and 
the server is not involved. Hence, the server load and the latency can be reduced. The larger 
the cache space allocated for a video, the more the requests for the same video are likely to be 
served from one of the routers. 
At time 10, C3 receives video v2 from the server and blocks of v2 are cached in RI, R2, and 
R3. C 4 requests for v2 arrives at R3 after block O in R3 has been replaced. Thus, C 4 cannot 
be served from the router and video v2 must be transmitted entirely from the server, which 
means that another copy of v2 is maintained on each router. If at time 15, C5 issues a request 
for video v3, Rl will execute a cache replacement policy since the cache space at RI is full. 
Because cached data of both VI and v2 are not used to serve existing clients, cache partitions 
for videos VI and v2 will be considered to cache data for a new request. CMP will allocate the 
space of VI to cache video V3 since VI has been cached the earliest. A new stream I for v3 will 
be initiated from the server. If at time 16, C6 requests for VI, the first copy of v2 in RI will 
be replaced with data in a new stream from the server. 
It can be seen from the example that CMP does not fully maximize the use of cache space 
since the same data blocks are cached at various routers (i.e., cached data in RI, R2 , R 3 for 
VI are similar), which reduces the cache space for other videos. In addition, after the initial 
blocks of the video are dropped (as in the case for C4), other copies of the initial blocks in 
1 A continuous transmission of video data 
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nearby routers may be dropped as well in the next time step. For this case, all video blocks 
must be retrieved from the video server. Furthermore, CMP does not utilize popularity of 
videos. Since modifying CMP to address these issues does not offer much better performance 
improvement, a new distributed caching strategy called TIDE is designed. 
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CHAPTER 3. TIGHTLY INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTED ELEMENTS 
A distributed element (DE) is a software that runs on a computing device equipped with a 
small cache space capable of holding a number of video blocks. Assume that DEs exist along 
a path from a client to the video server. For now, one can think of a DE running on an active 
router in the same way that CMP does. Other implementation alternatives for DEs will be 
discussed later if active routers are not available. Figure 3.1 illustrates the locations of two 
DEs (DE1 and DE2) between client Cl and the video server. Three DEs (DE1, DE2, and 
DE4) are located between clients C2 and C3 and the server. In Figure 3.1, the DE has a total 
cache space of twelve blocks, four of which are allocated to cache four blocks of the same video. 
Hence, the DE can cache blocks of three different videos concurrently. In general, a DE can 
allocate a different number of blocks for different videos. 
Three key concepts of TIDE are as follows. First, TIDE caches as many blocks of a video 
as possible so that if the cached video is requested, the cached blocks are transmitted by some 
DEs, leaving only the uncached blocks to be transmitted from the server. Hence, the server 
load is reduced. The average service latency and network consumption are also reduced when 
the cached blocks are in the nearby DEs of the client. To cache as many blocks as possible, a 
team of DEs along the delivery path from the server to the client is utilized. Each DE in the 
same team caches non-overlapping blocks of the same video. The next section will discuss how 
DEs form a team and identify which blocks to cache. In Figure 3.1, there are three teams. 
DE1 and DE2 form a team, Team1, when Cl first requests video v1 from the server at time 
0 and no blocks of v1 have been cached in any DEs along the path. In this team, DE2 stores 
blocks Oto 3 while DE1 caches blocks 4 to 7. Thus, blocks Oto 7 of v1 can later be transmitted 
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Figure 3.1 TIDE using DEs 
at times 30 and 75, respectively. Team2 consisting of DE1, DE2, and DE4 is formed when 
C2 requests for v2 at time 10. DE1 and DE3 form another team, Team3 when V3 is requested 
at time 35. The cached blocks are used to later serve C5 arriving at time 70. 
The second key concept of TIDE is to ensure continuity in the video playback by making 
the DEs in the same team collaborate very closely and efficiently. That is , the DEs in the 
team form a double-linked list during the team building process (discussed in Section 3.1). 
Each DE only communicates with its two adjacent DEs in the same team to relay the different 
cached blocks of the same video. Since the DE knows the propagation delay and the bandwidth 
between itself and its adjacent DEs, the DE can send a request for subsequent blocks from one 
of its adjacent DEs at a proper time. 
The last key concept of TIDE is that it maintains the cached blocks for as long as possible 
so that the data can be used to serve subsequent requests arriving much later. This is done 
by not continuously replacing blocks of the same video with the incoming blocks as CMP 
does. Cached blocks get replaced only when the cache space is full and the space is needed 
to accommodate blocks of a newly requested video. Several cache replacement policies are 
investigated with TIDE including the new cost-based replacement policy. The replacement 
policy involves (i) selecting the cached video to be purged out based on some criteria and 
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(ii) determining whether to replace the selected blocks with the blocks of the newly requested 
video. To ensure continuity in video playback, cache replacement is done efficiently by all the 
DEs in the team. In Figure 3.1, if there is a new request for video v4, a cache replacement 
policy must be used since cache space for D E1 is full. If video v1 is selected, all cached blocks 
of v1 on D E1 and D E2 are purged. 
3.1 Building a Team of DEs during Cache Miss 
When a client machine sends a request for video Vi to the server, the request message is 
checked by each DE along the path from the client to the server whether blocks of video Vi 
have been cached. The request message is timestamped at the client before being sent. If 
none of the blocks are cached ( cache miss) by any of the DEs, the request finally reaches 
the server and gets queued in the incoming request queue of the server with the current time. 
When the server is ready to process the request, the server removes the request from the queue 
and creates a multicast group to serve the request. The group address, the video ID, the 
video size in blocks, and the time taken for the request to reach the server ( termed estimated 
path length which is the difference of the two timestamps) are unicast back to the client in a 
single Build-'I'eam message. While the message travels to the client, each DEj along the path 
performs the following. 
Let Nk be the total number of requests passing through DEj and T B~vail be the available 
cache space of D Ej in blocks. T Bf denotes the number of blocks of the requested video Vi to 
be cached by D Ej and N Bi is the total number of blocks in video Vi. 
• D Ej joins the multicast group to receive video data sent to the group, increments Nh, and 
determines whether or not the available cache space is adequate to accommodate blocks 
of video Vi· If the amount of free space is adequate (i.e., TBtvail 2:: TB/), TBf blocks are 
reserved for video Vi and T B~vail is decremented by T Bf. Otherwise, a cache replacement 
policy is executed until enough free space is available. Different cache replacement policies 
will be discussed in Section 3.3. The number of blocks allocated for each video can be 
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uniform or be determined based on the popularity of the video. Equal number of blocks 
are allocated for different videos. 
• A data structure called cache map indicated by a diamond shape in Figure 3.1 is an 
array of entries. Each entry corresponds to a cached video and consists of a number of 
attributes: the IP address of the sender (reverseIP), the IP address of the next DE 
in the team (forwardIP), video ID, the multicast group, N Bi, the number of blocks 
allocated for the video, the pointer to the allocated space, the estimated path length, the 
number of requests for the video, and the times when the blocks of the video are first 
cached (cacheTime) and last accessed (lastTime) 1• The DE creates a new entry and 
fills the rev er sel P with the IP address of the sender of the message. The rever sel P is 
used later by the DE to send a unicast message for the next cached blocks of this video. 
The f orwardIP will be filled later since at this time, the DE is not aware of other DEs 
along the rest of the path to the client nor their caching capacity. Some attributes of 
the entry are filled with the corresponding information in the Build.Team message. The 
current time is recorded in both cacheTime and lastTime. The number of the requests 
for the video is set to one. Other attributes in the entry are used for cache replacement. 
The source address in the Build_Team message header is rewritten with the IP address 
of the DE and the message is forward to the client. The cache map is small since the size 
of each entry is small and the maximum number of entries is limited by the maximum 
number of videos that can be cached per DE. 
Upon receiving the Build_Team message, the client joins the multicast group and prepares 
its local buffer for decoding the upcoming video data. When ready, the client prepares the 
Complete.Team message that consists of the IP address of the server, the video ID, and the 
block number of the next block of video Vi ( S Bi) to be cached by the next DE receiving the 
message. SBi is initially set to zero. The client unicasts the Complete.Team message to 
the DE from which it has received the Build.Team message. The Complete.Team message 
1DEs, the server, and the clients are assumed to synchronize to the same clock and clock synchronization is 
beyond the scope of the thesis. The time keeps increasing. 
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travels on the reverse path of the Build_Team message. When receiving the Complete..Team 
message, the DE along the path, DEj, calculates which blocks of the video to cache. The DE 
uses the video ID in the message to locate the corresponding entry in the cache map. 
• If SBi ~ N Bi, all blocks of the video can already be cached by the other DEs that 
previously received the Complete_Team message. DEj leaves the multicast group and 
unicasts the Complete_Team message to the DE having the reverse!P. The entry 
corresponding to the video in the cache map is then deleted and the allocated space is 
free. In other words, T B~vail is incremented back by T Bf. 
• If SBi < N Bi, the DE will cache the blocks starting from the block number SBi to 
S Bi + T Bf - l or N Bi - l if the total number of blocks left to be cached is less than the 
size of the allocated space. The value of SBi in the Complete..Team message is changed 
to S Bi + T Bf so that the next DE receiving the message can store the subsequent blocks 
of the video. The DE unicasts the modified Complete..Team message to the DE with 
reverse!P. If the last block of the video can be cached by the DE, the reverse!P 
attribute of the corresponding cache map entry is set to be the IP address of the server. 
The f orward!P of the same entry is now filled with the IP address of the DE from 
which DEj has received the Complete..Team message. No other attributes in the entry 
are modified. 
Once the Complete_Team message reaches the server, the DEs along the delivery path 
know the exact IP addresses of their adjacent DEs and the portions of the video to cache. The 
server retrieves video blocks into memory starting from block 0, arranges the retrieved data 
into packets, and periodically multicasts the packets on the multicast group address according 
to the playback bitrate until all blocks are transmitted or the Quit message is received. 
Each DE along the path caches only data packets of the blocks for which it is responsible 
in the allocated space. Other packets are passed along normally through a regular multicast 
mechanism. When the user finishes viewing the video or cancels the video, the client program 
leaves the multicast group. When no clients belong to this group, the nearest DE to the client 
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notifies the DE with reverseIP in the team via a Quit message to leave the multicast group, 
and the multicast group attribute in the corresponding entry of the cache map is marked 
unused to indicate that the space can be considered for cache replacement. The Quit message 
eventually arrives at the server, which subsequently stops sending the rest of the video, if any. 
The team is not destroyed although no clients currently request the cached video. The server 
can be reached by following the rev er sel P attribute of the entry corresponding to the video 
ID in the cache maps of the DEs. On the other hand, the DE with the initial blocks of the 
video can be reached by following the f orwardl P attribute of the entries corresponding to the 
video ID in the cache maps of the DEs. 
3.2 Utilizing a Team of DEs during Cache Hit 
When a new request arrives at a DE, the DE determines whether it has cached some 
blocks of the requested video by consulting its cache map. If the entry corresponding to 
the requested video is not found in the cache map ( cache miss), the request is passed along 
normally. Otherwise, this DE termed DEj updates lastTime attribute in the corresponding 
cache map entry with the current time to record the last access time of the video and increments 
the number of requests for the video by one. D Ej creates a multicast group and returns the 
group address to the client. Upon receiving the group address, the client prepares to receive 
the video data and joins the group. Concurrently, D Ej identifies whether the cached blocks 
are the beginning blocks of the video. Unless DEj caches the initial blocks, it searches for the 
DE that stores the initial blocks of the video as follows. DEj forwards the CacheJlit message 
containing the video ID and the newly created multicast group to its adjacent DE in the team 
using forwardIP address. The CacheJlit message will eventually reach the DE storing the 
initial blocks of the video, say D Em. 
D Em multicasts the cached data to the multicast group. Since D Em does not have all 
the blocks of the requested video, DEm informs the DE with reverseIP, say DEz, having the 
next blocks via the M ore_Blocks message to transmit subsequent blocks of the video. Once 
transmitting all of its cached data, D Em is no longer involved in the delivery process for this 
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request. DEm, however, remains in the team to serve future requests. DEt receiving the 
M oreJ3locks message will become DEm. If not all blocks are cached in the DEs, the server is 
the last node that receives the M oreJ3locks message and sends the rest of the blocks to the 
client. 
To ensure no interruptions in video playback as well as to prevent buffer overflow at any 
DE, the time to send the M oreJ3locks message must be carefully calculated. Let PdelaY(m,l) 
be the propagation delay between D Em and D Et and let t be the time that D Em will send the 
last packet of the last cached block of the video. This time is known to D Em since it knows 
the rate that it sends its data packets. Two scenarios can occur. 
Scenario I: DEt is closer to the client than DEm, This is the case that DEt has sent 
the CacheJiit to DEm. In this case, DEm unicasts the M oreJ3locks message when it has 
transmitted its last block to DEt, This scenario is demonstrated in Figure 3.2. Without loss of 
generality, It is assumed that the playback rate is one block per time unit and the propagation 
delay is one time unit. On the node axis, each arrow labeled with a video block number 
represents the video block in transit. The arrow originates from the node that transmits the 
block and stops at the node receiving the block. In Figure 3.1, when C6 requests v1 at time 
75, three DEs (DE1, DE2, DE3), and the server are involved. Since both the video server and 
DE2 are one hop away from DE1, both nodes are drawn at the same location in Figure 3.2. 
D E3 is D Ej since it is the first DE caching a portion of the requested video; D E2 is D Em since 
it has the initial blocks of the video. D E1 is D Et since it stores the subsequent blocks of the 
same video. On the time axis, the arrow starts at the time that the block is transmitted and 
stops at the time that the block arrives at the destination node. DE2 unicasts a MoreJ3locks 
message to D E1 after transmitting block 3 as shown by the arrow labeled R - 4. 
Scenario II: DEm is closer to the client than DEt, This scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.2 
when DE1 becomes DEm and the video server is DEt. Since it takes 2 · Pdelay(m,l) for the 
M oreJ3locks message to arrive at DEt and for the data from DEt to arrive at DEm to 
be forwarded to the client, DEm must send the M oreJ3locks message no later than t - 2 · 
PdelaY(m,l)· In Figure 3.2, blocks 4 to 7 are multicast to the group by DE1. Before block 
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6 is transmitted, DE1 unicasts the More.Blocks message to the server (shown as the arrow 
labeled with R-8 in the figure). This is because it takes at most four time units for D E1 to 
transmit all of its cached data since the link capacity is one block per time unit. It takes two 
time units before block 8 from the server arrives at D E1 to be forwarded to the client due to 
the propagation delays between the two nodes. Upon receiving the More.Blocks message, the 
server multicasts video blocks starting from block 8 to the multicast group. 
Node 
Data from the server r--::::c::c,t 
Dalll from caches --+ 
Management message .·.wR•iw,·. 
Figure 3.2 Continuity in Video Playback 
Since it is assumed that the link capacity is at least the playback rate of the video, C6 can 
play back the video once it has received the first block. After the playback has started, the 
client continuously receives one block per time unit. This rate is equal to the playback rate. 
Thus, there are no interruptions in the display. 
3.3 Cache Replacement Policy 
As the cache space of a DE is finite, the space eventually becomes full. When a new 
request for a video that has not been cached arrives to the first DE with a full cache, say DEj, 
it performs the following. 
Step 1: Victim Selection Policy: Select one of the cached videos that are not currently 
used by other clients or victim video to be purged out based on some criteria to be 
discussed shortly. 
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Step 2: Cache Admission Policy: Determine whether to replace the blocks of the victim 
with those of the requested video. 
If DEj decides to replace the victim with the new video, it unicasts two Cache_Furge 
messages to its adjacent DEs with forwardIP and reverse!P to notify them to purge the 
victim video from their cache. This is to prevent the situation where non-continuous blocks are 
found in cache, which will create interruptions in the playback. The message consists of video 
ID of the victim video. DEj increases its available cache space (i.e., increments T B~vail) and 
deletes the entry corresponding to the video in its cache map. Upon receiving the Cache_Furge 
message, the DE increases its available cache space. Before deleting the corresponding entry in 
the cache map, the DE unicasts the Cache_Furge message to its adjacent DE in the opposite 
direction from which it has received the message. Eventually, the messages will get to the 
DE having the initial blocks of the video and the server. Blocks of the victim video are thus 
discarded from all the caches in the team. 
3.3.1 Victim Selection Policy 
Three different policies to select the victim are investigated. 
• First-In-First-Out (FIFO): Attributes cacheTime of different videos in the cache 
map are compared. The video with the smallest cacheTime has been cached first and 
is, therefore, selected as the victim. 
• Least-Recently-Used {LRU): Attributes lastTime of different cached videos in the 
cache map are compared. The video with the smallest lastTime is selected as the victim 
since it is least recently accessed. 
• Least-Popular First (LPF): The least popular video in the cache is selected as the 
victim. It is assumed that the server has the popularity profile for all of its videos. 
Although LPF should perform best, it either requires each DE to maintain the popularity 
of all the videos or the DE or the client must contact the server first to get the popularity 
of the newly requested video in order to compare it with the popularity of the cached 
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videos maintained in the cache map when the map entries were created. Thus, LPF does 
not scale well when there are a large number of videos. This technique is used only as a 
reference. 
3.3.2 Cache Admission Policy 
Three admission policies are investigated as follows. 
• Always {ALWAYS): This strategy gives a higher priority to the newly requested video 
and always replaces blocks of the victim with those of the new video. 
• Popularity {POP): This strategy replaces the victim if the newly requested video is 
more popular than the victim according to a popularity profile provided by the server. 
Again this technique is used as a reference due to the scalability issue mentioned previ-
ously. 
• Estimated Cost-Benefit {ECB): This strategy weighs the estimated benefit of caching 
blocks of the newly requested video and the estimated cost that some cached blocks need 
be purged out. If the benefit outweighs the cost, the victim video is replaced. 
ECB is the new technique that a DE uses to estimate the cost of losing the cached blocks 
and the benefit of caching the new video. Let ELx and ELy be the estimated path lengths 
of the victim video ( Vx) and the requested video (Vy), respectively. Recall that an estimated 
path length is the time taken for the client request to arrive at the server. This time is used 
to estimate the number of hops between the client and the server and has been recorded in 
the cache map. Let VCi be the set of cached videos at DEj and Ni represents the number of 
requests for the video Vk at DEj, The time that Vk has first been cached by DEj is denoted 
by cacheTimeJc and cacheTimei is the time that DEj starts recording the total number of 
requests passing DEj (Nh), Let currentTime denote the current time. Let Ak and A be the 
estimated request arrival rates for vk and for all videos, respectively. This gives, 
Ni . -----~----~-,V~EV~; 
currentTime - cacheTimei 
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currentTime - cacheTimeJ · 
Both costx and benefity are estimated as follows. 
costx = ELx · Ax 
benefity ELy · Ay,where Ay = A - L Ak 
VkEVCj 
(1) 
The estimated path length is proportional to the amount of data to be transmitted from the 
server. The longer the path means that less data is needed from the server. The estimated 
request arrival rate reflects the estimated popularity. More popular videos should stay in the 
cache longer to reduce the server load, the network load, and latency. Equation(l) favors the 
new video since all other requests not for the cached videos are assumed to be for the newly 
requested video. 
3.4 Implementation Alternatives for DEs 
The previous section explained the functionality of DEs and the interactions among them. 
Several directions can be taken to actually implement DEs. Implementing them on active 
routers is the approach that will exhibit the best performance. Since active routers are not 
yet widely available, DEs can be implemented on existing proxies or as services on application 
service providers (ASPs). In this environment, users typically pay some fees for services such 
as using popular applications provided by the ASPs such as word processing. The advantage 
of this approach is that the users can use the software without dealing with software purchase 
and installation, software and hardware upgrades, or trouble-shooting. An ASP can offer 
cache service by leasing storage space and machine cycles to several content providers. The 
content provider wishing to offer a video service can contact different ASPs at various strategic 
locations covering the areas of potential customers. This approach is (i) much cheaper than the 
distributed video servers approach; and (ii) offers a more reliable service than the peer-to-peer 
paradigm such as Napster. For the implementations besides active routers, additional needed 
components are ( i) a distributed element discovery protocol for the client and participating 
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proxies or ASPs to automatically discover each other; and (ii) routing capability at the DE to 
forward messages to DEs located between the server and the client. 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATOR 
The implementation of TIDE and CMP was done in ns-2 simulator version 2.lb6 [15], which 
is a widely used simulation tool. NS is an object oriented simulator, written in C++, with an 
OTcl interpreter as a front-end. It is a general purpose network simulator used for simulating 
practical scenarios. The simulator uses two languages C++ and OTcl. The protocols and 
packet processing are implemented in C++ and the OTcl is used for configuration , setup, and 
manipulation of existing C++ objects. The use of OTcl provides flexibility in configuring the 
experiments and to change the parameters quickly. This chapter describes the implementation 
of TIDE inns and how to configure and run the scripts. 
TIDE and CMP were added to the existing protocols inns. The platform used was Linux 
and both C++ and OTcl were used to implement the protocol. The details of the interaction 
between C++ and OTcl can be found in [15]. This chapter explains the overall design and 
framework used for implementing TIDE and CMP and the modifications done to ns-2. The 
details of the protocols are not discussed here and can be found in previous chapters. 
The purpose of both protocols is to simulate a video delivery system using different caching 
techniques. The class hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.1. A vertical arrow means the class is 
derived from the class above. For example, CMP class is derived from VSPAgent. A horizontal 
arrow means the object of the class belongs to another class. For example, PacketTimer 
belongs to VSPAgent class. The Video Streaming Protocol (VSPAgent) class is the base class. 
This class is derived from the Agent class defined in ns-2 simulator. The protocol in ns is 
implemented as an Agent. Each node has an agent which processes the packet of type VSP. 
Any new protocol is derived from the Agent. Agent class provides methods to receive ( method 
recv) and send (method command) packets. 
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Figure 4.1 Class Hierarchy 
To receive the packets of type VSP, the packet type in packet.h has to be set to VSP. The 
default values of packet size can be set in tcl/lib/ns-default.tcl. 
VSPAgent class can be configured to act as a server and as a client. In the server mode it 
receives requests for video and serves those requests. The server also has a service queue ( class 
Server _Q) as shown in Figure 4.2. The incoming requests are put in this queue. Depending 
on its resources and link speed, the server has a maximum capacity to support a number of 
concurrent streams. When a video is delivered completely or a client quits, the request in the 
head of the service queue is served if the queue is not empty. The current traffic model for 
the video stream is a constant bit rate ( CBR) video. This means packets are sent at constant 
intervals. The server has a method nexLinterval which determines the time at which to send 
the next packet. The traffic model can be changed to variable bit rate if required. 
The VSPAgent class requires different timers. NS provides a TimerHandler class which 
implements the basic functionalities of timers. It has methods to start timers, check the status 
of timers and a function which is called on timeout. PacketTimer is a class which is derived 
from Timer Handler. The timers of this class are used for transmitting packets at regular 
intervals. Based on the traffic model, the nextinterval method returns a timeout value and a 
timer is started. On timeout the next packet is transmitted. The S end_F kt method is used to 
actually arrange the video data into packets and send each packet. 
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Figure 4.2 Server Architecture 
at which to send can be configured from the Tel script shown in Appendix A. The request has 
the time stamp of the request time and also contains the client address. The client can also 
join and leave any multicast groups when the server sends appropriate messages. When the 
client receives the first blocks of the video from the server it can begin playback of the video 
immediately or buffer some amount of video data before initiating the playback. 
In addition to clients and server, a node can be configured as a router node, which requires 
different functions. The VSPAgent class can be extended to provide these functions. For TIDE 
and CMP, the routers require caching. The class CMP (implements both TIDE and CMP), 
which is derived from VSPAgent provides these additional functions. This class has its own 
receive and send functions. The main protocol is implemented in the recv method of this class. 
The caching strategy is implemented in a separate class called Cache. The CMP class contains 
a Cache object. The class Cache encapsulates the caching and replacement strategy. Cache 
class provides methods to insert data into cache and also to replace an existing video in cache. 
Any caching algorithm can be implemented without changing the protocol itself. This offers 
flexibility and avoids unnecessary changes to the code. 
A node can be configured as a router and the agent implemented in CMP class can run on 
the node. In TIDE and CMP, a router can not only cache data, but also send data from its 
caches. The method ServeFromCache is used to satisfy client requests if the requested video 
is found in the cache. The CMP class also has a timer called the CacheTimer which is derived 
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from Packet Timer. It overrides the timeout method in Packet Timer. This timer is used to 
send packets from the cache at regular intervals (CBR). 
The protocol as such is implemented in the recv method of CMP class. When a packet 
is received, the type of the packet is determined from the header. Based on the packet type, 
different actions are taken. 
4.1 Modification to NS 
For the implementation of the protocol, the CMP agent in each router node was required 
to receive packets not intended for this node. This required modification to the classifier class. 
The classifier class examines the packet's fields, usually its destination address and forwards it 
to the appropriate interface. For TIDE and CMP any unicast packet from another node has 
to be forwarded to the agent at this node. The agent processes and sends the packet to its 
destination. 
The modification was done in classifier.cc. The Classifier class in ns-2 has a default_target 
variable. This was initialized with the agent object running at a node. The classifier on 
receiving a packet checks if it is from a different source ( not from this node) and then calls 
the agents recv method using the reference to the agent object in the def ault_target variable. 
Now the agent at this node can examine the packet and take the necessary actions before 
forwarding the packet. 
4.2 Tel Scripts 
The Tel scripts in Appendix A are used to configure and run the experiments. The topology 
has to be input in Tel format. The links are created as duplex links with specified bandwidths 
and propagation delays. Each link can have different queueing algorithms. The multicast 
option has to be turned on before the simulations. The type of multicast protocol used is 
centralized multicast. Next each node can be configured as a server, a router or a client. The 
parameters specific to agent can also be configured for each of the nodes. The packet size and 
the rate at which the node transmits data can be set. The final part is generating the requests. 
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The videos are requested based on the skew factor. The request rate follows a Poisson process. 
The Zipf class is used to generate the requests for videos and the time for next request. The 
parameters which can be set are 
• Skew: This determines the popularity of the videos 
• Maximum Requests: The maximum number of requests to be generated 
• Maximum Videos: The total number of videos in the server 
• Request Rate: This determines the request inter-arrival rate 
Once these parameters are initialized, the commands nextVideo, nextclient, and nextRequest 
defined in Zipf class, can be used. These can be called from OTcl with a reference to the Zipf 
class. The nextVideo gives the next video from the list of videos; nextClient chooses a client 
which requests for a video determined by nextVideo at time nextRequest. 
The Tel script also outputs the "latency" file which contains the latency value for each re-
quest. When a request is satisfied, the client calculates the latency and calls the rec:v procedure 
in the Tel script. This procedure writes the values to the "latency" file. 
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CHAPTERS. PERFORMANCESTUDY 
In this section, the performance of TIDE is compared with that of CMP using four metrics 
as follows. 
1. Average latency: The average wait time taken for a request to get serviced. 
2. Throughput: The mean number of requests served by a system in time unit. 
3. Network load: The cumulative number of bytes transmitted on all links; The network 
load measures both protocol overhead and data blocks. 
4. Server load: The total number of video data (in bytes) transmitted by the server. 
These metrics were chosen to measure how well TIDE achieves its design goals. That is, 
to minimize the service latency and the load on the server and the network infrastructure. A 
low service delay means less wait time for users. A low server load means that the server can 
utilize its resources to service more requests. A low network load means the network resource 
can be employed to carry other traffics and there is less probability of congestion and packet 
loss. Thus, video quality can be improved. In the next section, the performance of TIDE is 
evaluated against that of CMP using simulations. 
5.1 Simulation Model 
To evaluate the performance of TIDE and CMP, both the techniques were implemented as 
new protocols in ns-2 version 2.lb6 [15]. The implementation of the two protocols utilized the 
ns-2 centralized multicast with sender-based trees that avoid the periodic flooding and pruning 
messages of the dense mode protocol. The network topology shown in Figure 5.1 was used 
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in the simulations. The topology is similar to the MCI backbone network that consists of 22 
backbone routers1 [2]. Each link in Figure 5.1 is labeled with the link propagation delay in 
ms and has a bandwidth capacity of 1 Gbps which is in the range of the common bandwidths 
for today's backbone networks. A node in Figure 5.1 represents either a video server such as 
node O or a router such as node 1 to node 22. Each router is attached with a client node that 
simulates a set of users in the same subnet. (The client nodes are not shown in the figure.) 
The propagation delay between the backbone router and the attached client node is fixed at 
2 ms. Since CMP utilizes all the routers, the DE has to be implemented on all the routers as 
well in order to fairly evaluate the performance of the two schemes. 
Figure 5.1 Simulated Network Topology 
Important system and workload parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. To study the 
effect of each parameter on TIDE and CMP, the parameter being investigated was varied while 
the other simulation parameters were fixed at their default value. The server has a total of 100 
videos. The server transmits each video at its playback bitrate of 1 Mbps. Since the default 
link capacity is 1 Gbps, the server is able to support up to 1000 streams simultaneously. Each 
router is equipped with a small cache with the default cache size of 50 Mbytes for simultaneously 
caching ten videos. The default cache space at each router for each video is 5 Mbytes or about 
5% of the size of the video. 
The workload consists of a total of 8000 requests, taking as much as 12 hours for one 
1The locations of the routers are not at the same locations in the MCI backbone network, but the number 
of routers and the propagation delays between the routers are the same as those in MCI network. 
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simulation run. Each client node generates a number of requests for videos according to a 
Poisson process with the default average request rate of 1.4 requests/sec. A simulation run 
is considered complete when all the requests are completely serviced. Recall that a client 
node simulates a set of users in the same subnet. The behavior of the user is as follows. The 
user issues the request and waits until his request gets serviced. The user watches the video 
in its entirety without performing any VCR functions. The request is completed when the 
requested video is entirely transmitted to the user. The popularity of each video follows a Zipf 
distribution [16]. That is, the probability to request a video, say Vi, is iz·I:;=
1 
fr where n is the 
number of videos and z denotes the skew factor between O and 1. A large skew factor (i.e., z 
equals to 1) means a high skew condition (i.e., the case that some videos are highly requested 
than others). The default skew factor is set to 0.7, a typical skew factor for video-on-demand 
applications. 
In the following sections, the best cache replacement policy for TIDE consisting of a victim 
selection and a cache admission policy was first determined. The performance of TIDE and 
CMP was then compared using the aforementioned metrics under different workload and system 
parameters. 
Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters 
I Parameter 
Link capacity in Gbps 
Server capacity in streams 
Number of videos per cache 
Block size in bytes 
Cache size per video in blocks 
Number of videos 
Video size in blocks 
Playback rate in Mbps 
Skew factor 
Average number of requests per second 
Total number of requests 
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5.2 Simulation Results 
5.2.1 TIDE with Various Cache Replacement Policies 
To determine the best cache replacement policy, nine combinations of the three victim 
selection policies (FIFO, LRU, and LPF) and the three cache admission policies (ALWAYS, 
POP, and ECB) were investigated. First, different cache admission policies were studied by 
varying the cache size per DE and measuring the latency of TIDE with each of the three 
victim selection policies. The results are presented in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(a) demonstrates 
the performance of TIDE when the cache admission policy is POP (i.e., admit only when 
the requested video is more popular than the victim video according to the video popularity 
profile). LPF victim selection policy (i.e., select the least popular video as the victim) is the 
best policy since it gives the smallest average latency. LRU is the second best policy followed 
by FIFO. As the cache size increases, the latency decreases. This is because more data can be 
cached in the DEs closer to the users. LPF consistently exhibits the best performance followed 
by LRU under different cache admission policies as shown in Figure 5.2(b-c). 
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Figure 5.2 Victim Selection and Cache Admission 
Examining across different plots in Figure 5.2 suggests that POP is the best cache admission 
policy followed by ECB and ALWAYS for all the cache sizes used in the simulations. In 
addition, it can be seen from Figure 5.2(a) that the performance of LRU and LPF is comparable 
when POP admission policy is used. Once the admission policy is changed to ECB admission 
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in Figure 5.2(b), the performance gap between LRU and LPF increases significantly. This 
suggests that the admission policy has more effect on TIDE than the victim selection policy 
does. 
Let's examine the performance of TIDE under the smallest cache size of 2500 blocks per 
DE per video. TIDE.LPF _pop (i.e., TIDE using LPF victim selection and POP admission 
policy) offers the lowest latency of 61.37 seconds since the DEs retain the initial blocks of 
the most popular videos in their cache. A large number of requests for popular videos can . 
be serviced by the DEs. In addition, TIDE.LPF _pop has about 38% less latency than that 
of TIDKFIFO_ALWAYS. Since both FIFO victim selection and ALWAYS admission are the 
policies used in CMP, up to 38% improvement in latency could be expected of TIDE over CMP 
due to the cache replacement policy proposed. 
Although TIDE.LPF _pop is the best scheme, it requires an advance knowledge of the 
popularity of the videos. This requirement makes the scheme less scalable in practice since 
the DEs have to either maintain the popularity of all the videos or contact the server for 
the popularity information before making the replacement decision. TIDE with the cache 
replacement policy that is more scalable in practice is TIDE.LRU ..ECB. Although this scheme 
offers 31% more latency than TIDE.LPF _pop for the smallest cache size, TIDE..LRU..ECB 
still offers about 18% less latency than that of TIDE..FIFO_ALWAYS that employs the same 
cache replacement policy as in CMP. Thus, it could be expected to have at least about 18% 
improvement in latency over CMP due to the proposed cache replacement policy. 
In the next subsections, the performance of TIDE.LPF _pop, TIDE.LRU ..ECB, and CMP 
are investigated using the four metrics: latency, throughput, server load, and network load. 
Only the two schemes of TIDE are chosen to investigate because TIDE..LPF _pop offers the 
best performance whereas TIDE.LRU ..ECB is more practical. TIDE with other cache admis-
sion policies can further be developed to bridge the performance gap between the best and the 
practical schemes. 
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5.2.2 Effect of Request Rate 
The request rate was varied between 1 and 3 requests/ sec. The skew factor and the cache 
size were fixed at their default value of 0.7 and 2500 blocks, respectively. The results are 
plotted in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Effect of Request Rate 
Figure 5.3(a) demonstrates that all the schemes offer low latencies in the range of less than 
a second when the request rate is 1 request/ sec or lower. This is the case where the request rate 
is less than the maximum server capacity of 1.085 requests/sec calculated as follows. When 
the video is transmitted at its playback bitrate of 1 Mbps, the server resource is occupied for 
562~~i~i48·8 or 921.6 seconds per stream. Since the server can support up to 1000 concurrent 
streams, the maximum server capacity is J~f.~ or 1.085 requests/sec. The latency rises as 
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the request rate increases beyond the maximum capacity of the server. This is because when 
requests arrive at a faster rate than the server can handle, these requests cannot be serviced 
immediately and are queued up in the server queue until the transmission of an existing video 
stream is complete. 
TIDE is much less sensitive to the increase in the request rate than CMP is. For a request 
rate of 1.4 requests/sec., the latencies for TIDE..LPF _pQp and TIDE..LRU_ECB are 51 % and 
35% less than that of CMP, respectively. The study of the effect of the cache replacement 
policy in the previous section suggests that up to 38% reduction in latency comes from using 
the best cache replacement policy. Thus, the other 13% latency reduction (51 - 38%) is due to 
the fact that (i) the cache blocks are not replaced with subsequent blocks of the same video 
and (ii) different DEs in the team caches non-overlapping blocks of the same video. The former 
factor increases the probability of future requests being serviced from the caches whereas the 
latter factor allows sufficient data to be cached to hide the latency of requesting the rest of 
the video from the remote server through pipelining. The performance gap between TIDE and 
CMP becomes larger when increasing the request rate. 
Figure 5.3(b) demonstrates that TIDE consistently outperforms CMP in terms of through-
put across different request rates. TIDE..LPF _pQp and TIDE..LRU_ECB offer 3.6% and 2.1 % 
more throughput than CMP does for a request rate of 2.2 requests/sec. The server is slightly 
underutilized when the request rate is 1.0 request/sec. The rationale for the slow increase in 
throughput of the three schemes when the request rate increases beyond 1.4 requests/sec is 
as follows. In the event of a cache hit, since the initial portion of the video is stored in the 
DEs using TIDE, less time is required for the server to transmit the rest of the video. Hence, 
the server throughput increases. The throughput of TIDE is controlled by the server capacity. 
Since in the simulations, the server throughput increases only slightly due to the use of small 
caches, the throughput of TIDE increases slightly as well. For CMP, the server throughput 
increases because of less number of requests arriving to the server due to cache hits. Note that 
the throughput gaps between TIDE and CMP are not as prominent as the latency gaps. This 
is because, in CMP, although the server is not needed during cache hits, more cache misses 
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demanding more server resource occur. The huge savings by CMP due to cache hits almost 
cancel out all of the cost due to more cache misses. 
Figure 5.3(c) demonstrates that both TIDE..LPF _pop and TIDE..LRU_ECB generate less 
server load across different request rates than CMP does. Since the same number requests 
were issued and completed in each simulation run, the server load per request is computed 
in order to gain more insights on the two techniques. For a request rate of 2.2 request/sec., 
TIDE..LPF _pop and TIDE..LRU _ECB generate about 2.4% and 0. 75% less server load per 
request than CMP does. However, the performance gaps of the server load between TIDE 
and CMP are not as significant as the latency gaps due to the same reason explained in the 
analysis of the throughput plot. The server load per request generated by CMP is about 21.18 
Mbytes. Since each video has 115.2 Mbytes, on average, about i~l~ or 19% of the video is 
transmitted from the server and the rest or 81 % comes from the caches. This number represents 
the cache hit rate for CMP since none of the video blocks is served by the server when a cache 
hit occurs, but every block comes from the server in the case of a cache miss. The server 
load using TIDE..LPF _pop is about 20.56 Mbytes per request. Using the same calculation, 
on average, about 82% of the video come from the caches. This number indicates that the 
cache hit rate for TIDE is more than 82% since TIDE still requires the server to transmit the 
uncached blocks when cache hits occur. The cache hit rate for TIDE is more than that of 
CMP. 
Figure 5.3(d) illustrates that CMP generate more network load per request than TIDE 
does. For a request rate of 2.2 requests/sec., TIDE..LPF _pop and TIDE..LRU_ECB generate 
at least 31 % and 23% less network load than CMP does, respectively. The network load per 
request is computed as the total number of bytes transmitted on all links divided by the total 
number of requests. In TIDE, more video blocks can be found in caches nearer to the requesting 
client in most of the cache hit cases. As a result, the cached blocks travel less number of links 
to reach the client. When the request rate is 2.2 requests/sec., the network loads generated by 
TIDE_LPF _pop and TIDE..LRU_ECB are 515 and 573 Mbits per request, respectively where 
as the network load per request for CMP is 747 Mbits. This is due to the fact that CMP has 
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a higher probability of a cache miss, causing more video blocks to travel all the way from the 
server. At first glance, it seems impossible for both techniques to generate the network load 
per request less than the network load required to transmit the entire video over one link or 
921.6 Mbits. When examing the result carefully, it is possible due to the fact that multicast 
allows transmission of data over one link to be shared by several clients at once. 
All the results in Figure 5.3 consistently indicate that TIDE outperforms CMP in all the 
metrics across different request rates. TIDE not only offers a lower latency and an increased 
throughput, but also reduces the network and the server load. 
5.2.3 Effect of Cache Size 
The effect of the cache size is studied by varying the size between 2500 and 4500 blocks. 
The request rate and the skew factor were fixed at 1.4 requests/sec and 0.7, respectively. The 
same cache size was used for both techniques. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. 
Figure 5.4(a-b) demonstrates the benefits on the latency and the throughput as the cache 
size increases. TIDE outperforms CMP by a larger margin when the cache is enlarged since 
more data can be cached and TIDE better utilizes the cached data. When the smallest 
cache size is used, TIDKLPF _pop and TIDKLRU ..ECB offer 51 % and 35% less latency 
than CMP does, respectively. When the cache size increases to 4500 blocks, the latency gaps 
between TIDE and CMP widen to 60% and 42% for TIDE..LPF_pQp and TIDE..LRU_ECB, 
respectively. Figure 5.4(b) shows that with the smallest cache size, TIDE_LPF _pop and 
TIDE_LRU_ECB offer 4.2% and 2% more throughput than CMP does, respectively. When 
the cache size increases to 4500 blocks, the throughput gaps become 6.6% and 4.2% for 
TIDE_.LPF _pop and TIDE..LRU ..ECB, respectively. 
The effect of the cache size on the server load and the network load is shown in Figure 5.4( c-
d). The load decreases as the cache size increases because more video blocks are stored in the 
caches, reducing the amount of data transmitted from the server. The decrease in the server 
load is more prominent than the decrease in the network load. For the smallest cache size, 
TIDE_LPF _pop and TIDE_LRU ..ECB generate 3.3% and 1.3% less server load per request 
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than CMP does, respectively. In addition, TIDE outperforms CMP by a bigger margin when 
the cache size increases. In Figure 5.4(d), for the smallest cache size, TIDKLPF_pQp and 
TIDKLRU_ECB generate 34% and 25% less network load than CMP does, respectively. TIDE 
gives a better performance than that of CMP even for a smaller cache space. 
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5.2.4 Effect of Skew Factor 
The effect of the skew in the video access pattern is studied by varying the skew factor 
between O and 1. The cache size and request rate were fixed at their default value. Figure 5.5 
illustrates that as the skew increases, the performance of TIDE improves for all metrics. 
Figure 5.5(a) indicates that TIDE offers a lower latency across different skew conditions. 
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For the uniform access pattern (i.e., skew factor equals to 0), the latencies ofTIDE.LPF _pQp 
and TIDE.LRU_ECB are both 24% less when compared to that of CMP. When the skew be-
comes the most severe (i.e., the skew factor equals to 1.0), TIDE reduces the latency by a larger 
margin. The latency gaps become 60% and 43% less than that of CMP for TIDE.LPF _pQp 
and TIDE.LRU _ECB, respectively. Figure 5.5(b) shows that the throughput increases as 
the skew increases. This is due to more cache hits. For the uniform access pattern, the 
throughput of TIDE.LPF _pQp and TIDE_LRU_ECB are 2.2% and 0.79% more than that of 
CMP, respectively. For the highest skew factor, the throughput gaps of TIDE.LPF _pQp and 
TIDE_LRU_ECB become 3.9% and 2.1 %, respectively. 
Figure 5.5(c-d) demonstrates the effect of skew factor on the server load and the network 
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load. Both the loads decrease as the skew factor increases due to more cache hits. The per-
formance gaps between TIDE and CMP increase as the skew factor increases. The server load 
of TIDE..LPF _FOP and TIDE..LRU_ECB are 1.17% and 0.4% less when compared to CMP 
under a uniform access pattern (see Figure 5.5(c)). For the most severe skew, TIDE..LPF_FOP 
and TIDE..LRU_ECB generate 4.2% and 1.89% less server load than CMP does. Figure 5.5(d) 
indicates that when a video is equally requested, TIDE_.LRU _ECB generates slightly less net-
work load than TIDE-1PF _FOP. Since the access pattern is uniform, LRU victim selection 
performs better than LPF does. T1DE-1RU _ECB and TIDE..LPF _FOP generate 18.5% and 
17.2% less network load than CMP does under the uniform access pattern. When the skew 
becomes the most severe, TIDE-1PF _FOP and T1DE-1RU_ECB generate 41 % and 32% less 
network load than CMP does. The increase in the skew factor has only very tiny effect on the 
network load per request of CMP since it does not take advantage of video popularity in its 
cache replacement policy. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis a novel caching strategy called Tightly Integrated Distributed Elements {TIDE} 
was proposed and it's performance was extensively evaluated against Caching Multicast Pro-
tocol (CMP). The design objectives of TIDE are to further reduce the service delays and the 
load placed on the network and the video server. TIDE achieves the goals by utilizing a team 
of software modules called distributed elements {DEs} capable of caching and transmitting 
video data. A team of DEs is dynamically established to cache non-overlapping blocks of the 
same video and to deliver the cached data in such a way that ensures a continuous playback 
of the video. The performance of TIDE is strongly influenced by its cache replacement policy 
consisting of a victim selection policy and a cache admission policy. Several cache replacement 
policies have been proposed and investigated in this thesis. The simulation results show that 
the average service delay can be reduced by as much as 51 %. The network load and the server 
load can be minimized by as much as 31 % and 2.4%, respectively. 
TIDE is a cost-effective solution for delivering video data, sitting in between the distributed-
video-server approach and the peer-to-peer approach such as Napster [18] and Gnutella [19]. 
TIDE is cheaper than the former, but more reliable than the latter. The distributed-video-
server approach is very reliable, but requires high installation, maintenance, and upgrade 
costs that can burden content providers and eventually propagate down to the users. On the 
contrary, the peer-to-peer approach is by far the cheapest approach for content providers. The 
peer-to-peer approach allows the video to be replicated on the requesting user's machine that 
can service other users who subsequently request the same video. However, the peer-to-peer is 
very sensitive to several critical parameters, namely, the availability and the capability of the 
user machines and the connection bandwidth and the distance between serving and receiving 
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peers. 
Future work will investigate ways to extend TIDE to offer fast-forward and fast-reverse 
functions with similar objectives for low service delays, network load, and server load by 
carefully utilizing the cached video blocks. It is also natural to enhance TIDE to handle 
congestion and packet loss since the DEs can detect jitters or packet loss and react to the 
situations earlier than waiting for the requesting client to detect such conditions. 
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APPENDIX A. TCL SCRIPTS 
A.1 Script to Configure and Run the Simulation 
#Create a simulator object 
set ns [new Simulator -multicast on] 
#Open a trace file 
set nf [open out.nam w] 
$ns namtrace-all $nf 
set f [open "latency" "a"] 
#set £1 [open "REQ" "a"] 
set fst [open "simtime" "a"] 
$ns color 1 Blue 
$ns color 2 Green 
$ns color 3 Red 
$ns color 4 Orange 
$ns color 5 Violet 
#Define a 'finish' procedure 
proc finish{} { 
} 











create-topology ns node_ 1000Mb 
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set mproto CtrMcast 
set mrthandle [$ns mrtproto $mproto {}] 
Node instproc set-agent {agent} { 
$self instvar classifier_ 
$classifier_ defaulttarget $agent 
} 
proc write-file {id mov lat from} { 
global f 
puts $f 11 $id $mov $lat $from 11 
} 
#Define a 'recv' function for the class 'Agent/VSP' 
Agent/VSP instproc recv {from latency mov block} { 
$self instvar node_ 
if {$block== O} { 
puts 11 node [$node_ id] received movie $mov block $block from \ 
$from with latency $latency ms. 11 
write-file [$node_ id] $mov $latency $from 
} 
} 
Agent/VSP instproc join-mcast-group {addr} { 
global mrthandle 
$self instvar node_ 
$node_ join-group $self $addr 
$mrthandle set_c_rp $node_ 
} 
Agent/VSP instproc leave-mcast-group {addr} { 
$self instvar node_ 
$node_ leave-group $self $addr 
} 
Agent/VSP instproc sim_time {time} { 
global fst 
puts $£st 11 update at $time 11 
} 
Agent/VSP instproc my-addr {} { 
$self instvar node_ 
return [$node_ node-addr] 
} 
proc set-col {node col} { 
if {$col== 1} { 
$node color Blue 
} elseif {$col== 2} { 
$node color Green 
} else { 




proc my-attach-agent { node agent col} { 
set ns [Simulator instance] 
$agent set fid_ $col 
$ns attach-agent $node $agent 
set-col $node $col 
} 
#Create VSP agents and attach them to the nodes 
set p(O) [new Agent/VSP] 
my-attach-agent $node_(O) $p(O) 1 
$p(O) set packetSize_ 2048 
$p(O) set rate_ 1.0Mb 
$p(O) set random_ 0 
$p(O) set CD_ 0 
set routers 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 11 
set clients 11 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 11 
for {set i O} {$i < [llength $routers]} {incr i} { 
set p([lindex $routers $i]) [new Agent/VSP/CMP] 
$p([lindex $routers $i]) set packetSize 2048 
$p([lindex $routers $i]) set rate_ 1.0Mb 
$p([lindex $routers $i]) set CD_ 0 
my-attach-agent $node_([lindex $routers $i]) $p([lindex $routers $i]) 2 
$node_([lindex $routers $i]) set-agent $p([lindex $routers $i]) 
$ns connect $p([lindex $routers $i]) $p(O) 
} 
for {set i O} {$i < [llength $clients]} {incr i} { 
set p([lindex $clients $i]) [new Agent/VSP] 
my-attach-agent $node_([lindex $clients $i]) $p([lindex $clients $i]) 3 
$ns connect $p([lindex $clients $i]) $p(O) 
} 
#Set Zipf params for movie request 
set zipf [new Zipf] 
$zip£ set z_ 0.7 
$zip£ set max_requests 8000 
$zip£ set max_movies 100 
$zip£ set req_rate 0.715 
$zip£ set a 0 
$zip£ set b 21 
$zip£ genReq 
#Schedule events 
proc start {begin} { 
global ns zipf p clients 
sett 0 
set c 0 
43 
for {set i 1} {$i <= 8000} { incr i} { 
sett [expr $t + [$zip£ nextReq]] 
set c [$zip£ nextclient] 
set id [lindex $clients $c] 
set mov [$zip£ nextMovie] 




$ns at 3000.0 "finish" 
#Run the simulation 
$ns run 
#MCI BACKBONE TOPOLOGY 
#--------------------
A.2 Topology in Tel Format 
proc create-topology {nsns node linkBW} { 
upvar $node n 
upvar $nsns ns 
set verbose 1 
if {$verbose} { 
puts "creating nodes ... " 
} 
for {set i 0} {$i < 45} {incr i} { 
set n($i) [$ns node] 
} 
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# EDGES (from-node to-node length ab): 
if {$verbose} { 
puts -nonewline "Creating links 0 ... 11 
flush stdout 
} 
$ns duplex-link $n(O) $n(1) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(2) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(3) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(14) $linkBW 40ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(7) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(14) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(1) $n(23) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(2) $n(3) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(2) $n(24) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(3) $n(4) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 10 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(3) $n(5) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(3) $n(6) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(3) $n(25) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(4) $n(26) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(5) $n(6) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(5) $n(8) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(5) $n(27) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(6) $n(8) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(6) $n(9) $linkBW 35ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(6) $n(20) $linkBW 35ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 20 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(6) $n(28) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(7) $n(8) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(7) $n(12) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(7) $n(29) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(9) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(11) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(12) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(17) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(20) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(8) $n(30) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(9) $n(31) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 30 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(10) $n(11) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(10) $n(21) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(10) $n(32) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
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$ns duplex-link $n(11) $n(21) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(11) $n(22) $linkBW 25ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(11) $n(33) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(12) $n(20) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(12) $n(13) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(12) $n(17) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(12) $n(34) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 40 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(13) $n(14) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(13) $n(35) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(14) $n(15) $linkBW 1ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(14) $n(16) $linkBW 7ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(14) $n(17) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(14) $n(36) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(15) $n(16) $linkBW 7ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(15) $n(37) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(16) $n(17) $linkBW 20ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(16) $n(18) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 50 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(16) $n(38) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(17) $n(18) $linkBW 5ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(17) $n(39) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(18) $n(19) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(18) $n(20) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(18) $n(40) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(19) $n(20) $linkBW 10ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(19) $n(41) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(20) $n(21) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(20) $n(22) $linkBW 15ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { puts -nonewline 11 60 ... 11 ; flush stdout} 
$ns duplex-link $n(20) $n(42) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(21) $n(43) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
$ns duplex-link $n(22) $n(44) $linkBW 2ms DropTail 
if {$verbose} { 






APPENDIX B. SOURCE CODE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
B.1 vsp.h 
I* 
* File: Code for a new 'Video Streaming Protocol (VSP)' Agent 
* Class for thens network simulator 













#include 11 tclcl.h11 




#include 11 random.h 11 
#include "STLTools.h" 
#include 11 log.h 11 
//set of parameters 
//simultaneously serve max_clients. depends on the b/w 
#define MAX_CLIENTS 1000 
#define MAX_MOVIES 100 // number of movies 
#define T_h 56250 //No of blocks in the movie 
#define R 1 
#define SERV_ADDR O //address of the server node 
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#define FIND_TIMEOUT 0.0 //wait time before sending a found message 
#define FND_TMR 1 
#define MAX_REQUESTS 1000 //no of simultaneous streams 
//#define LOG_VSP_ 
//Different packet types allowed 












//sent by server. server the client 
II do not serve the client 
COMP_LST, //mesg sent from client to complete the list 
CREQ, // cache req sent by router to send the 








//structure of the packet and the various possible fields 






int mov_i; // movie number i, 1<=i<=N 
int block_j; // block j of movie i, i<= j <= R 
int size; // size of block 
int CD; //specifies the caching distance 
nsaddr_t node_addr; //these two are for GOC 
int node_type; 
int chunk_no; II the chunk alloted from this node 















Server_Q(hdr_vsp *hvsp, int s, int e,int status){ 
memcpy(&hdrvsp,hvsp,sizeof(hdr_vsp)); 
start = s; 
end= e; 







typedef queue<Server_Q> SVQ; 
class PktTimer: public TimerHandler { 
public: 
PktTimer(VSPAgent *a) : TimerHandler(){ 
a_= a;count =O;running_ = O;} 
PktTimer() : TimerHandler(){ count =O;running_ = O;} 
void reset();// resets the counter and running_ to 0 
virtual void set_pkt_timer(double timeout,int start, int end); 
virtual void timeout(int tno); 
int isRunning(); 






virtual void expire(Event *e); 
VSPAgent *a_; 
int count; //block count 





class GenericTimer: public TimerHandler { 
public: 
GenericTimer(VSPAgent *a) : TimerHandler() {a_= a;} 
GenericTimer(){}; 







virtual void expire(Event *e); 
VSPAgent *a_; 
//Contains all the state info for a client 
class ClientStateinfo{ 
public: 
ClientStateinfo(int c, int m){ 
client_id = c; 
movie= m;found_recvd = O; 
being_served = O;} 
ClientStateinfo(){found_recvd = O;being_served = O;} 
bool operator==(const ClientStateinfo & cm){ 







inline bool Contains(int c, int m){ 
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typedef list<ClientStateinfo*> TClientStinfo; 




virtual int command(int argc, canst char*const* argv); 
virtual void recv(Packet*, Handler*); 
virtual bool Send_Pkt(int mov_i, double send_time, 
int block,int client_id, nsaddr_t addr ); 
void SendPktTo(Packet *p,ns_addr_t src,ns_addr_t dst); 
bool ServeClient(hdr_vsp *hdr, int start, int end); 
//bool ServeClient(Packet *P, int start, int end); 
void virtual timeout(int tno,void *arg); 
void virtual SendMessage(Packet *p,pkt_type ptype,nsaddr_t dst); 
double next_interval(void); 
nsaddr_t getMcastAddr(void); 
void UpdateState(int c, int m); 





virtual void InformNextNode(long gid,int mov,double send_time, 
nsaddr_t client_id, nsaddr_t mcast_addr,int end_blk); 
virtual void setinService(int c, int s); 
bool StartNewStream(Packet *p,int s, int e); 
protected: 
}; 
int off_vsp_; //offset to the vsp packet hdr 
// Traffic model - currently CBR 
double rate_; I* send rate during on time (bps) *I 
double interval_; I* packet inter-arrival time during burst (sec) *I 
double random_; 
int node_type_; //server (1) , client(3) or routers(2) 







//Required for queueing requests at the server 
int no_streams; // current no of streams at the server 




* File: Code for a new 'VSP( Video Streaming Protocol)' Agent Class 
* for thens network simulator 





static class VSPHeaderClass : public PacketHeaderClass { 
public: 
VSPHeaderClass() : PacketHeaderClass( 11 PacketHeader/VSP 11 , 
sizeof(hdr_vsp)) {} 
} class_vsphdr; 
static class VSPClass : public TclClass { 
public: 
VSPClass() : TclClass( 11 Agent/VSP 11 ) {} 
TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) { 
return (new VSPAgent()); 
} 
} class_vsp; 
VSPAgent::VSPAgent() : Agent(PT_VSP) 
{ 
for(int i=O;i<MAX_CLIENTS;i++){ 
pkt_timer[i] = *(new PktTimer((VSPAgent*)this)); 
} 
} 
bind( 11 off_vsp_ 11 , &off_vsp_); 





next_cd = O; //initially 0 
vsp_log = *(new Log("vsp_log")); 
int VSPAgent::cornmand(int argc, const char*const* argv) 
{ 
if (argc == 4) { 
if (strcmp(argv [1] , "send") -- 0) { 
// Create a new packet 
Packet* pkt= allocpkt(); 
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// Access the VSP header for the new packet: 
hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *)pkt->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdr = (hdr_vsp*)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
hdr->ptype = REQ; // send REQ packet 
hdr->client_id = atoi(argv[2]); //node no 
hdr->mov_i = atoi(argv[3]); 
// Store the current time at which REQ is made in the 'send_time' field 
hdr->send_time = Scheduler::instance().clock(); 
#ifdef LOG_VSP_ 
char out [50] ; 
sprintf (out, "Client %d Req %d movie at: %3. 2f\n", 
hdr->client_id, hdr->mov_i, hdr->send_time); 
vsp_log.Out(out); 
#endif 
cout << here_.addr_ << 11 Sending Req at: 11 
<< hdr->send_time << 11 for movie 11 << hdr->mov_i << endl; 





return (Agent::command(argc, argv)); 
} 
void VSPAgent::recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*) 
{ 
// Access the IP header for the received packet 
hdr_ip* hdrip = (hdr_ip*)pkt->access(off_ip_); 
// Access the Ping header for the received packet: 
hdr_vsp* hdr = (hdr_vsp*)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
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if (hdr->ptype == REQ) { 
//cout << "Req from: 11 << hdrip->src_.addr_; 
#ifdef LOG_VSP_ 
char out[50]; 
sprintf(out,"Received Req from client direct: %d\n11 ,hdrip->src_.addr_); 
vsp_log.Out(out); 
#endif 
//Recv directly from client Just unicast to the client 
hdr->mcast_grp = (nsaddr_t)O; 
//serve only if the# streams is< max and no req is in q 
bool retval = StartNewStream(pkt,0,T_h/R); 
//If it comes here it means there is no free timer. 
//The server is serving max clients. 
//send a mesg to client indicating failure 
if (retval == false) { 




else if (hdr->ptype == FIND I I hdr->ptype == FIND_S){ 
//Got a find for client start a timer and wait for found 
//if timer expires then serve the client. 
//Also make sure later founds are ignored 
#ifdef LOG_VSP_ 
char out [50] ; 
sprintf(out, 11 Received Find in: %d for %d\n 11 ,here_.addr_,hdr->client_id); 
vsp_log.Out(out); 
#endif 
//Initialize the rttby2 parameter 
hdr->rttby2 = (Scheduler::instance().clock()-hdr->send_time); 
//check if there is already a timer 





if ((*i)->Contains(hdr->client_id,hdr->mov_i)) { 
present= 1; 
fnd_tmr = (*i)->fnd_tmr; 




if (present== 1) { 
if (fnd_tmr.status() == TIMER_IDLE && !gcsi->FoundRecvd()){ 
UpdateState(hdr->client_id,hdr->mov_i); 








cout << "Timer Pending for client"<< 
hdr->client_id<< 11 Movie 11 << 




//cout << "came to else 11 << hdr->client_id << 11 \n11 ; 
ClientStateinfo *Csi = new ClientStateinfo(hdr->client_id, 
hdr->mov_i); 







else if (hdr->ptype == FOUND){ 





else if (hdr->ptype == CACHE){ 
//cout << "Client 11 << here_.addr_ << 11 Recvd a cache mesg 11 << 11 \n 11 ; 
char out[50]; 
sprintf (out, 11 %s join-mcast-group %d 11 ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval(out); 
nsaddr_t prevnode = hdr->node_addr; 
hdr->node_addr = here_.addr_; 
hdr->node_type = 3; //client 
hdr->chunk_no = -1; // no caching here 
hdr->client_id = here_.addr_; 




else if (hdr->ptype ==JOIN) { 
cout << "Client 11 << here_.addr_ << 11 Recvd a Join mesg\n"; 
char out[50]; 
sprintf (out, "%s join-mcast-group %d" ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval (out) ; 
Packet::free(pkt); 
} 
else if (hdr->ptype -- DAT){ 
if (hdrip->src_.addr_ != here_.addr_){ 
if (hdr->block_j == -1){ 
// End of movie time to leave the mcast group 
if (hdr->mcast_grp != O){ 
char out[50]; 
} 
sprintf (out, "%s leave-mcast-group %d" ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval (out); 
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//send a mesg to server indicating end of movie 
hdr->client_id = here_.addr_; 
SendMessage(pkt,THE_END,SERV_ADDR); 
} 
// Prepare the output to the Tel interpreter. Calculate the round 
// trip time 
//cout << 11 Recv time: 11 << hdr->send_time; 
if (hdr->block_j == 0) { 
char out [100]; 
sprint£ (out, 11 %s recv %d %3 .1£ %d %d 11 , name(), 
hdrip->src_.addr_ >> Address::instance().NodeShift_[1], 




Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval (out); 
} 
// Discard the packet 
Packet::free(pkt); 
else if (hdr->ptype == THE_END) { 
cout << 11 End of mov 11 << hdr->mov_i << 11 for Client 11 << 
hdr->client_id << 11 recvd 11 << 
Scheduler::instance().clock() << endl; 
UpdateState(hdr->client_id,hdr->mov_i); 
//added here from UpdateState. because it is called from FIND 
no_streams--; 
cout << 11 one less stream 11 << no_streams << 11 \n 11 ; 
if (svq.size() !=O && no_streams < MAX_REQUESTS) { 
Server_Q s1 = svq.front(); 
svq.pop(); 
cout << 11 Rem frm svq 11 << svq. size() << 11 \n 11 ; 








if (hdr->mcast_grp != O){ 
char out[50]; 
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sprint£ (out, 11 %s leave-mcast-group %d 11 ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 





else if (hdr->ptype == COMP_LST) { 
//cout << "Got a comp_lst in 11 << here_.addr_ << 
11 from 11 << hdr->client_id <<endl; 
//Now i can serve the client request 
char out[50]; 
sprint£ (out, 11 %s join-mcast-group %d 11 ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval (out); 
//StartNewStream(pkt,O,T_h/R); 





else if (hdr->ptype == CONTINUE) { 
//cout << "Got Continue in server\n 11 ; 









bool VSPAgent::ServeClient(hdr_vsp *hdr,int start, int end) 
{ 
llhdr_vsp *hdr = (hdr_vsp *)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
for(int i=O;i< MAX_CLIENTS;i++){ 







II no free timer found 
#ifdef LOG_VSP_ 
char out[50]; 









Start_Blk = start; 
End_Blk = end; 
resched(timeout); 
} 





void PktTimer::timeout(int tno) 
{ 
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bool VSPAgent::Send_Pkt(int mov_i, double send_time,int block_no, 
int client_id, nsaddr_t mcast_grp) 
{ 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
II Access the VSP header for the new packet: 
hdr_ip* hdrip = (hdr_ip*)pktret->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
hdrret->ptype =DAT;// send Data 
hdrret->mov_i = mov_i; // requested movie 
hdrret->client_id = client_id; 
hdrret->mcast_grp = mcast_grp; 
II Set the send_time field to the correct value 
hdrret->send_time = send_time; 
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// Send the packet 
hdrret->block_j = block_no; 
hdrret->size = 1; // size of each block KB 
#ifdef LOG_VSP_ 
if (block_no == 0) { 
char out[50]; 
} 
sprintf(out, 11 Sending Block O for %d\n 11 ,client_id); 
vsp_log.Out(out); 
#endif 
//commenting this to go via router 1 for caching 
if (mcast_grp == 0){ 








//No longer used 
void VSPAgent::SendPktTo(Packet *P, ns_addr_t src, ns_addr_t dst){ 
hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *)p->access(off_ip_); 
hdrip->dst_.addr_ = dst.addr_; 







if (status()== TIMER_PENDING) { 








void VSPAgent::timeout(int tno, void *arg) 
{ 




//send a cache mesg with the mcast group address 
char out[50]; 
sprintf(out, 11 Node allocaddr 11 ); //get a mcast addr 
Tel &tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tel. eval (out); 
char mcast_group[50]; 
strcpy(mcast_group,tcl.result()); 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
//set the size of the packet 
(HDR_CMN(pktret))->size_ = 64; 
// Access the VSP header for the new packet: 
hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *)pktret->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
memcpy(hdrret,&hdr,sizeof(hdr_vsp)); 
hdrret->ptype =CACHE;// send Data 
hdrret->mcast_grp = (nsaddr_t)atoi(mcast_group); 
//GOC info 
hdrret->node_addr = here_.addr_; 
hdrret->node_type = 1; //server 
hdrret->chunk_no = -1; //for server 
if (next_cd == 0) { 
hdrret->CD = O; 
next_cd = 1; //flipper 
} 
else { 
hdrret->CD = getCD(); 
next_cd = O; 
} 
hdrip->dst_.addr_ = hdr.client_id; 
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// already serving max reqs 
Server_Q sq((hdr_vsp *)arg,0,0,1); 
svq.push(sq); 











void VSPAgent::Send.Message(Packet *P, pkt_type ptype, nsaddr_t dst) 
{ 
//Get access to old packet hdr 
hdr_vsp *hdr = (hdr_vsp *)p->access(off_vsp_); 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
if (ptype != DAT) { 
(HDR_CMN(pktret))->size_ = 64; 
} 
// Access the VSP header for the new packet: 
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hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *)pktret->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
memcpy(hdrret,hdr,sizeof(hdr_vsp)); 
hdrret->ptype = ptype; 





interval_= (double)(size_ << 3)/(double)rate_; 
doublet= interval_; 
if (random_) 






sprintf(out, 11 Node allocaddr"); //get a mcast addr 
Tel &tel= Tcl::instance(); 









if ((*i)->Contains(cli,mov) && 
(*i)->fnd_tmr.status() == TIMER_IDLE) { 
cout << "Updating state for Client 11 << 
cli << 11 Mov 11 << mov << 11 \n"; 
void *ptr = *i; 
cli_stinfo.remove(*i); 









//Just to redirect to CMP 
void VSPAgent::InformNextNode(long gid,int mov, double send_time, 
nsaddr_t client_id, nsaddr_t mcast_addr,int end_blk) 
{ 
} 
void VSPAgent::setinService(int c, int s){ 
} 
bool VSPAgent::StartNewStream(Packet *pkt, int start, int end) 
{ 
bool retval; 
hdr_vsp* hdr = (hdr_vsp*)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
if (this->no_streams < MAX_REQUESTS) { 
if (svq.size() == 0) { 
this->no_streams++; 





//already something in q. 
//push the current one and serve from q 
Server_Q sq(hdr,start,end,O); 
svq.push(sq); 
cout << 11 Req in svq 11 << svq. size() << 11 \n 11 ; 
Server_Q s1 = svq.front(); 
svq.pop(); 
no_streams++; 
















#include 11 vsp.h 11 







typedef int Group_Addr; 
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typedef vector<Client_Info> Group_List; 
typedef map<nsaddr_t,int> Grp_Chunk; 
class CacheTimer: public PktTimer { 
public: 
CacheTimer(VSPAgent * a) : PktTimer(a){}; 
CacheTimer(){}; 
virtual void timeout(int tno); 
void setGid(long id){ 
gid = id; 
} 
inline long getGid(void){ 
return gid; 
} 
inline void setChunk(int c) { 
chunk= c; 
} 





int chunk;// chunk this mov is cached 
}; 
//This class implements different caching strategies 
class CMP: public VSPAgent{ 
public: 
CMP(); 
virtual int command(int argc, const char*const* argv); 
virtual void recv(Packet*, Handler*); 
virtual bool Send_Pkt(int mov_i, double send_time, 
int chunk_no,int client_id,nsaddr_t addr); 
virtual void SendMessage(Packet *p,pkt_type ptype,nsaddr_t dst); 
bool ServeFromCache(Packet *pkt); 
void InformNextNode(long gid,int mov,double send_time, 
nsaddr_t client_id, nsaddr_t mcast_addr, int end_blk); 








//List of clients in this group for a movie 
Group_List grp_lst[MAX_MOVIES]; 
//map between mcast grp and chunk it is cached 
Grp_Chunk grp_chunk; 







static class CMPClass : public TclClass { 
public: 
CMPClass() : TclClass("Agent/VSP/CMP") {} 
TclObject* create(int, canst char*const*) { 





cache_tbl = *(new Cache); 
//goc = *(new GOC); 
for(int i=O;i<MAX_CLIENTS;i++){ 
pkt_timer[i] = *(new PktTimer((CMP *)this)); 
cache_timer[i] = *(new CacheTimer((CMP *)this)); 
} 
for(int i=O;i<MAX_MOVIES;i++){ 
m_stinfo[i] .sent_found = O; 
m_stinfo[i] .being_served = O; 
} 
cmp_log = *(new Log("cmp_log")); 
} 
void CMP::recv(Packet *pkt, Handler*) 
{ 
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hdr_ip* hdrip = (hdr_ip*)pkt->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdr = (hdr_vsp*)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
if (hdr->ptype == REQ I I hdr->ptype == CHECK) { 
// request for a movie comes check if it is cached 
int chunk; 
if ((chunk= cache_tbl.IsCached(hdr->mov_i)) != -1 ){ 




// Block O not present in this chunk. 
//check in the next chunk in group 
long gid = cache_tbl.getGroupid(chunk); 
hdr->gid = gid; 
//Have to check why gid is O when mov is in cache 
if (gid != 0) { 
if (goc[gid] .getNextNodeType() == 3) { 
#ifdef CMP_LOG_ 
char out[50]; 













m_stinfo[hdr->mov_i] .sent_found = O; 
if (hdr->ptype == CHECK) { 
//recvd a check and mov is not cached. 
//so send it all the way to server 
SendMessage(pkt,FIND_S,SERV_ADDR); 
#ifdef CMP_LOG_ 
char out [50] ; 







char out [50] ; 







else if (hdr->ptype == FIND){ 
int chunk; 
//2/21cache_tbl.incrMovAcc(hdr->mov_i,Scheduler::instance().clock()); 
if ((chunk= cache_tbl.IsCached(hdr->mov_i)) != -1){ 




if (gid != 0) { 
long gid = cache_tbl.getGroupid(chunk); 











else if (hdr->ptype == FIND_S){ 









else if (hdr->ptype == FOUND){ 




else if (hdr->ptype == CACHE){ 
//have to cache the upcoming movie 
//check if the cache is used for serving any client. 
//if yes do not repalce otherwise be ready to cache the movie 
int chunk= -1; 
long gid=O; 
//getFreeChunk not only gets a free one if available 
//but if the cache is full then it also chooses a chunk to replace 
if ((chunk= cache_tbl.getFreeChunk(gid,hdr->mov_i, 
hdr->rttby2,Scheduler::instance().clock())) != -1) { 
//cout << "gid 11 << gid « endl; 
if (hdr->CD == 0) { 
hdr->CD = getCD(); // from VSP Agent 
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grp_chunk[hdr->mcast_grp] = chunk; 




char out [50] ; 
sprint£ (out, 11 %s join-mcast-group %d 11 ,name() ,hdr->mcast_grp); 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tcl.eval(out); 






//Info for next node 
hdr->node_addr = here_.addr_; 
hdr->node_type = 2; //router 
hdr->chunk_no = chunk; //chunk alloted in this node 
//some chunk vas replaced. So adjust the goc 
if (gid != 0) { 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
//free all blocks after this including this one 
if (goc[gid] .getPrevNodeType() != 1) { 
//Inform the prev and next nodes to 
//adjust the group structure 
//send to prev node 
hdrret->gid = gid; 






//send to next node with the address of serv 
if (goc[gid] .getNextNodeType() != 3) { 
//if not a client 
hdrret->gid = gid; 
hdrret->node_addr = SERV_ADDR; 
hdrret->node_type = 1; 
hdrret->chunk_no = -1; 





goc.erase(gid); //free this node 
// This was not being freed before 















else if (hdr->ptype == DAT){ 
// cache the data and also forward it to the next node 
if (hdrip->src_.addr_ != here_.addr_ && hdr->mcast_grp != 0) { 
int chunk= grp_chunk[hdr->mcast_grp]; 
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if (hdr->block_j == 0) { 
cache_tbl.SetinUse(chunk); 
} 
if (hdr->block_j == -1){ 
// End of movie time to leave the mcast group 
if (hdr->mcast_grp != 0) { 
char out[SO]; 
sprint£ (out, 11 %s leave-mcast-group %d 11 ,name(), 
hdr->mcast_grp); 
} 
Tel& tel= Tcl::instance(); 
tcl.eval(out); 
//Also update the mov state 
m_stinfo[hdr->mov_i] .sent_found = O; 
m_stinfo[hdr->mov_i] .being_served = O; 










else if (hdr->ptype == REP_Y){ 
if (hdrip->dst_.addr_ == here_.addr_){ 
if (cache_tbl.IsCached(hdr->mov_i,O)){ 
int mov = hdr->mov_i; //store it for later use 
nsaddr_t mcast_grp = hdr->mcast_grp; 
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// After the clients have joined the grp clear the grp list 
grp_lst[mov] .clear(); 
hdr->mcast_grp = O; 
bool retval = ServeFromCache(pkt); 
if (retval == true){ 
m_stinfo[mov] .being_served = 1; 
m_stinfo[mov] .mcast_grp = mcast_grp; 
m_stinfo[mov] .sent_found = O; 
} 
else { 




//Not cached nov send a FIND to server 
int mov = hdr->mov_i; 
//First update the old request from server 
SendMessage(pkt,THE_END,SERV_ADDR); 
for_begin_end(Group_List,grp_lst[mov],i){ 
hdr->client_id = i->client_id; 




m_stinfo[mov] .sent_found = O; 








else if (hdr->ptype == REP_N){ 
//Do not serve the client 
//update the state? 
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hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *)pkt->access(off_ip_); 
if (hdrip->dst_.addr_ == here_.addr_) { 
//cout << "Got a REP_N for Mov 11 << hdr->mov_i; 
#ifdef CMP_LOG_ 
char out[50]; 





m_stinfo[hdr->mov_i] .being_served = O; 












else if (hdr->ptype == COMP_LST) { 




//NoY i have to fill info for prev node 
if (hdr->node_type == 3) { 
goc[hdr->mcast_grp] .setStartBlkNo(O); 










hdr->prev_blk_no += goc[hdr->mcast_grp] .getChunkSize(); 
} 
hdr->node_addr = here_.addr_; 
hdr->node_type = 2; 
//this nodes chunk no 











else if (hdr->ptype == CONTINUE) { 
//cout « "Got a CONTINUE in 11 << here_.addr_ « endl; 
if (cache_tbl.IsCached(hdr->mov_i) != -1){ 




//Not in cache for some reason. just forward it to server 









else if (hdr->ptype == ADJ_P) { 
if (hdrip->dst_.addr_ == here_.addr_) { 
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long gid = hdr->gid; 
if (goc[gid] .getNextNodeType() != 3 && 
goc[gid] .getGroupAddr() == gid) { 
SendMessage(pkt,ADJ_P,goc[gid].getNextAddr()); 
} 










else if (hdr->ptype == FREE) { 
if (hdrip->dst_.addr_ == here_.addr_) { 
long gid = hdr->gid; 
if (goc[gid] .getPrevNodeType() != 1 && 
goc[gid].getGroupAddr() == gid){ 
SendMessage(pkt,FREE,goc[gid].getPrevAddr()); 
} 
















bool CMP::Send_Pkt(int mov_i, double send_time,int block_no, 
int client_id,nsaddr_t mcast_addr) 
{ 
if (cache_tbl.IsCached(mov_i,block_no)){ 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
II Access the VSP header for the new packet: 
hdr_ip* hdrip = (hdr_ip*)pktret->access(off_ip_); 
hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
hdrret->ptype = DAT; II send Data 
hdrret->mov_i = mov_i; II requested movie 
hdrret->mcast_grp = mcast_addr; 
hdrret->client_id = client_id; 
hdrret->block_j = block_no; 
hdrret->size = T_hlR; II size of each block in min 
II Set the send_time field to the correct value 




if (block_no == 0) { 
char out[50]; 





if (mcast_addr == 0){ 











if (block_no == 0) { 
char out[50]; 











bool CMP::ServeFromCache(Packet *pkt) 
{ 
hdr_vsp *hdr = (hdr_vsp *)pkt->access(off_vsp_); 
for(int i=O;i< MAX_CLIENTS;i++){ 
if (cache_timer[i] .status()== TIMER_IDLE) 
{ 
memcpy(&cache_timer[i].hdrvsp,hdr,sizeof(hdr_vsp)); 
int chunk= cache_tbl.IsCached(hdr->mov_i); 
if (chunk!= -1) { 
cache_timer[i] .setGid(cache_tbl.getGroupid(chunk)); 













else if (chunk== -1) { 
#ifdef CMP_LOG_ 
char out [50] ; 








// no free timer found 
#ifdef CMP_LOG_ 
char out[50]; 





void CMP::InformNextNode(long gid,int mov,double send_time, 
nsaddr_t client_id, nsaddr_t mcast_addr, int end_blk) 
{ 
//before informing update state here 
m_stinfo[mov] .being_served = O; 
m_stinfo[mov] .sent_found = O; 
//cout << "Informing next node"<< client_id <<" "<< mcast_addr; 
Packet* pktret = allocpkt(); 
(HDR_CMN(pktret))->size_ = 64; 
// Access the VSP header for the nev packet: 
hdr_ip *hdrip = (hdr_ip *) pktret->access(off_ip_); 
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hdr_vsp* hdrret = (hdr_vsp*)pktret->access(off_vsp_); 
hdrret->ptype = CONTINUE; //continue the service from where i left 
hdrret->mov_i = mov; 
hdrret->client_id = client_id; 
hdrret->send_time = send_time; 
hdrret->mcast_grp = mcast_addr; 
hdrret->last_servd_blk = end_blk; 
if (goc[gid] .getGroupAddr() == gid) { 




void CacheTimer::timeout(int tno) 
{ 












//End in cache. send to next node in group or server 
long gid = getGid(); 









#include 11 STLT0ols.h 11 
#include "log.h" 














of chunks in 







size_= size; last_access = O; in_use = O; has_first_block = O; 
} 
Chunk(){ //default values 
size_= 5000; last_access = O; in_use = O; has_first_block = O; 
movie =O; in_service = O; 
} 
inline void reset(void){ 
last_access = O; in_use = O; has_first_block = O; 
movie= O; gid = O; goc_formed = O; start_blk = O; end_blk = O; 










//range of blks this chunk can hold int start_blk; 
int end_blk; 
long gid; //group id to which this chunk belongs 
int goc_formed; 
//complete or not 
// it is used to indicate if the GOC is 
2 means complete 1 means incomplete 
int in_service; 




//the length of 
}; 
class Cache { 
public: 
Cache(){ size_= 10; 
II# reqs recvd for this movie 
//start time this movie was cached in this chunk 
// approx time it takes for pakcet to travel 
the group 
cache_log = *(new Log("cache_log")); }; 
//Cache(int size); 
// Insert a chunk for given movie 
int Insert(int chunk,int mov,int block,int size,double time,int node); 
cache_blk Retrieve(int mov, int pos); 
// replace the oldest chunk of the mov 
void Replace(int chunk, int mov,int block,int size,double time); 
// Check if the first block is present 
bool IsCached(int mov,int block_no); 
int IsCached(int mov); // Check if the first block is present 
bool CheckBlock(int mov,int chunk,int block); 
void DisplayContents(void); 
void SetinUse(int chunk); 
void SetNotinUse(int chunk); 
int getChunkSize(void){ 




int getFreeChunk(long &gid,int m_in,double t_in, double curr_time); 
void setRangeofBlocks(int chunk, int start, int end); 
int getStartBlock(int c); 
int getEndBlock(int c); 
void setGroupid(int c,long gid); 
long getGroupid(int c); 
inline void setMovie(int c, int m){ 
cache[c] .movie= m; 
} 
inline void setinService(int c,int status){ 
cache[c].in_service = status; 
} 
inline void Reset(int c) { 
cache[c] .reset(); 
} 
inline void gocStatus(int c,int status){ 
cache[c] .goc_formed = status; 
} 
void incrMovAcc(int m, double ctime); 
void initParams(int chunk,double cachetime, double ptime); 
void incrMovReq(int chunk); 
int replacementDecision(int victim, int min, double tin, 
double curr_time); 
double calculateCacheRR(double curr_time); 
double getRR(int c, double ctime); 
void setLastAccess(int c, int time){ 
cache[c] .last_access = time; 
} 
protected: 
Chunk cache[C]; // one for each chunk 
//vector<Chunk> cache; // one for each chunk 
int size_; // size for each chunk 
Log cache_log; 
//long total_mreq; //total# of movie req recvd at this node 
//double fst_reqtime; // time since the first req came 






int Cache::Insert(int chunk,int mov, int block, int b_size, 
double time,int node) 
{ 
int choose= chunk; 
if (choose != -1){ 
cache_blk cblk; 
cblk.mov_i = mov; 
cblk.block = block; 
cblk.size = b_size; 
cblk.time = time; 
if (cache[choose] .chunk.size()< cache[choose].size_ && 
cache[choose] .start_blk <= block && 
cache[choose] .end_blk > block){ 
cache[choose].chunk.push_back(cblk); 
cache[choose] .last_access = time; 
cache[choose] .movie= mov; 
if (block== O){ 












I* Repalce the old chunk by new one*/ 
void Cache::Replace(int chunk,int mov,int new_block,int size,double time) 
{ 
cache_blk cblk; 
cblk.mov_i = mov; 
cblk.block = new_block; 
cblk.size = size; 
cblk.time = time; 
if (cache[chunk].chunk.size() > O){ 
// remove the first element 
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cache[chunk] .chunk.erase(cache[chunk] .chunk.begin()); 
} 
cache[chunk].chunk.push_back(cblk); 
if (CheckBlock(mov,chunk,O) == false){ 









bool Cache::IsCached(int mov,int block_no) 
{ 
// check if this mov is cached in any chunk 
for (int i=O;i<C;i++){ 
// push the new one at end 
if (cache[i] .chunk.size()> 0 && cache[i] .movie== mov 
&& CheckBlock(mov,i,block_no)){ 





int Cache::IsCached(int mov) 
{ 
// check if this mov is cached in any chunk 
for (int i=O;i<C;i++){ 
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//if (cache[i] .chunk.size()> 0 && cache[i].movie == mov){ 




//contains the movie 
return -1; //not present 
} 
bool Cache::CheckBlock(int mov,int chunk,int block) 
{ 












cout << "Movie: 11 << cache[i] .movie<< endl; 
for_begin_end(CacheBlocks,cache[i].chunk,j){ 
cout << "Block: 11 << j->block; 
} 
cout << endl; 
} 
} 
void Cache::Set!nUse(int chunk) 
{ 
cache[chunk] .in_use = 1; 
} 
void Cache::SetNot!nUse(int chunk) 
{ 
cache[chunk] .in_use = O; 
} 
//This fn gets a free chunk if available else replaces an existing one (FIFO) 
int Cache::getFreeChunk(long &gid, int m_in,double t_in, double curr_time) 
{ 
//first find a free chunk 
int choose=-1; 





if (cache[i] .in_use == 0 && cache[i] .has_first_block == O){ 
choose= i; 






if (choose== -1) { 
// Least Popular Movie First replacement 
//First choose a victim based on the above policy 
//replace based on static popularity 
//(check Yith the incoming movie) 
//LPMF always 
for(int i=O;i<C;i++){ 
if (cache[i] .movie> temp_m && 
cache[i] .goc_formed != 1) { 
temp_m = cache[i].movie; 
1pm = i; 
} 
} 
if (1pm != -1) { 












void Cache::setRangeofBlocks(int chunk,int start, int end) 
{ 
cache[chunk] .start_blk = start; 
cache[chunk] .end_blk = end; 
} 
void Cache::setGroup!d(int chunk,long grpid) 
{ 
cache[chunk] .gid = grpid; 
} 
long Cache::getGroup!d(int chunk) 
{ 
return cache[chunk] .gid; 
} 
int Cache::getStartBlock(int c) 
{ 
return cache[c] .start_blk; 
} 




void Cache::incrMovAcc(int m, double currtime) 
{ 
if (mreq[m].no_req == 0 ){ 




void Cache::initParams(int chunk,double cachetime, double ptime) 
{ 
cache[chunk] .no_mreq++; 
cache[chunk] .cache_sttime = cachetime; 
cache[chunk] .path_time = ptime; 
} 





int Cache::replacementDecision(int victim, int min, double tin, 
double curr_time) 
{ 
double w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.4; 
//double vic_rr = getRR(victim,curr_time); 
//double min_rr = mreq[min].no_req /(curr_time - mreq[min] .fst_req_time); 
double cbf_in = (w1 *mreq[min].no_req) / 
(w2 * (tin/(tin+cache[victim] .path_time))); 
double cbf_o = (w1 * cache[victim].no_mreq) / 
(w2 * (cache[victim] .path_time/(tin+cache[victim] .path_time))); 







double Cache::calculateCacheRR(double curr_time) 
{ 
double sum= O; 
for(int i=O;i<C;i++){ 




double Cache::getRR(int c, double ctime) 
{ 
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